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ABSTRACT 

Once the telemetry is de-commutated by the real-time Soft Decom and Distribution Server, it will 

need a client to display the engineered values in real-time.  To display the engineered values, the 

Client must connect to the real-time Soft Decom and Distribution Server using the Server’s 

message based subscription process.  In addition, to be fully customizable, the Client needs to 

allow the user to select specific telemetry parameters and build displays to view the parameters.  

The RttmClient is a fully customizable real-time Windows client built using C#, Windows 

Presentation Foundation (WPF), Telerik Controls for WPF and NetMQ (C# lightweight messaging 

library).  It is capable of displaying hundreds of real-time parameters in several displays.  The 

parameters are displayed using different controls (widgets) including Numeric, Indicator (light), 

Gauge, Strip Chart, Table, Container and Text.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The RttmClient (Client) is a Graphic User Interface (GUI) driven software application that is 

designed to interface with the RTTMServ (Server).  The Client provides the user with the ability 
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to display Server provided, user selected, engineered telemetry parameters. The Client displays the 

engineered parameters in user selected Widgets on a custom displays.  Currently, there are 9 widget 

types (Numeric, Indicator, Gauge, Grid, Strip Chart, Table, Text, Container, and Group).  The 

RttmClient is dependent on the Server for the telemetry data and the dictionary definitions needed 

to correctly parse the telemetry data. 

The RttmClient GUI was built using Microsoft’s Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and 

the Model - View - View Model Pattern (MVVM) [1] and the NetMQ Lightweight Messaging 

Library (NetMQ). 

MVVM 

MVVM consists of 3 main parts, the Model, the View and the ViewModel. The View defines the 

layout and what the user sees on the display. The Model handles the underlying business and data. 

The ViewModel is a “middle man” between the View and the Model, getting the Model’s data, 

formatting the data in a way that makes it easier for the View to display. Using this pattern allows 

for a clean separation of concerns (decoupling) between the 3 parts. [1] 

WPF  

WPF is Microsoft Windows next generation graphical user interface (GUI) that is part of the 

Microsoft .NET Framework (Version 3.0 and newer).  WPF uses Extensible Application Markup 

Language (XAML) to define and link user interface (UI) elements. The code behind XAML can 

be written in C# and other .NET programming languages.  WPF has high performance presentation 

capabilities due to the use of 2 main threads (Windows Forms only uses 1 thread).  One thread is 

used for rendering the graphics and the other is used for UI management.  The core of WPF consists 

of a rendering engine, device independent pixels and a dynamic layout.  The rendering engine uses 

vector based hardware acceleration on the graphics processing unit (GPU) via DirectX.  The device 

independent layout allows graphics to scale according to the display resolution without losing 

image quality.  The dynamic layout enables the UI elements to arrange themselves according to 

their content, parent layout container and available display area. [2]  

NetMQ  

NetMQ is a native C# implementation of the lightweight messaging library ZeroMQ. [3, 4]  

NetMQ extends the operating system’s socket interface to provide, an abstraction of asynchronous 

message queues, multiple messaging patterns, message filtering and seamless access to multiple 

transport protocols. The Client uses NetMQ to implement the following Transport Protocols: 

1. Transmit Control Protocol (TCP) = Used for communication with the server. [4] 

2. InProc - Allows the Client to connect sockets running within the same process, thus 

removing the need for shared state/locks. This is used for widget communication. [4] 

 

 

 

 

ARCHITECTURE 
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Diagram1: RttmClient Architecture 

 

 

The RttmClient shown in Diagram1, consists of a GUI layer that is updated by a Communication 

layer. The GUI Layer contains the MainWindow and the WidgetDiagram that is displayed in the 

MainWindow. The Communication layer consist of the following, the Manager, 

ServerCommunicator and DataRequestor.   

 

 

MANAGER 

The Client has one instance of a Manager that is responsible for maintaining global parameters, 

keeping a list of widget names and subscribers and the available parameters.  It creates and 

maintains the NetMQ contexts for all the Client sockets. The Manager also creates the following 

functionality for each widget: an update message receiver, a widget address, and a NetMQ 

PushSocket [4] that connects with the ServerCommunicator. 
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COMMUNICATION LAYER 

For the Client to display hundreds of engineered parameters in real-time a robust communication 

methodology was designed and implemented between the Server and the Client, and the Client 

and its widgets. The communication methodology is based on the NetMQ [4] and WPF Binding 

[2]. The following sections will discuss the objects involved and how they implement the 

communication methodology. 

 

ServerCommunicator  

The ServerCommunicator is responsible for setting up the NetMQ sockets with the Server and for 

sending the following NetMQ messages to the server: 

1. Status  

a. The initial communication between the Client and the Server uses the NetMQ 

implementation of the Request-Response Pattern. When the Client is started a status 

request message is sent to the server.   

2. New Widget 

a. Message is sent to Server when a user selects a parameter for a Widget that has just 

been created 

3. Change Widget 

a. Message is sent to Server when a user changes the selected parameter for a selected 

widget. 

4. Delete Widget 

a. Message is sent to Server when a user deletes a selected widget 

5. Delete All Widgets 

a. Message is sent to Server when the user closes a display 

6. Drop Client 

a. Message is sent to Server when the user closes the Client 

The ServerCommunicator receives the following NetMQ messages from the server: 

1. Status Response 

a. Contains the parameter dictionary. Upon reception of the response, the Client 

processes the received parameter dictionary and populates the DataAssignment 

window that is now available for dynamic Widget parameter selection. 

2. New Widget Response  

a. New Widget Response - Contains a “true” if widget was added, else it contains 

“false”. 

3. Change Widget Response 

a. Change Widget Response - Contains a “true” if widget was changed, else it contains 

“false”. 

4. Drop Client 

a. Drop Client Response 

5. Remove Widget 

a. Remove Widget Response 

6. Remove Widget List 
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a. Remove Widget List Response 

7. Server Error Message 

a. Contains a text description of the Server error. 

When the user closes the MainWindow the ServerCommunicator is responsible for sending Drop 

Client message to the Server. 

The ServerCommunicator is also used as a middle man between the widget and Server. This is 

established through the NetMQ Push-Pull pattern.  The ServerCommunicator creates a NetMQ 

PullSocket that accepts incoming messages from a widgets NetMQ PushSocket. The incoming 

message is then forwarded to the Sever via the Server Communicator’s RequestSocket.  

DataRequestor 

The DataRequestor’s main purpose is to request subscribed TM parameters for all the widgets 

from the Server. This happens on a continuous 20 millisecond interval, pausing only when a 

request message is sent to the Server. The TM parameter requests are sent to the Client using the 

NetMQ Request-Reply pattern via the DataRequestor’s NetMQ RequestSocket.  The received 

message from the Server contains a widget ID and its updated data.  The updated data is routed to 

the correct widget using the NetMQ Router- Dealer pattern. The DataRequestor acts as the Router 

keeping a list of a widget IDs and a unique address for each widget socket.  The widget receives 

the data update through its asynchronous DealerSocket.  

 

VIEW 

 

MainWindow 

The MainWindow implements the MVVM pattern and is the overall View of the RttmClient. 

The MainWindow is the outer shell of the GUI and contains the ServerConnected (“Connected”), 

DataReceived (“Data”) indicator and the Display (WidgetDiagram).  It also contains the 

following menu icons, “Save All Displays”, “Load Displays From File”, and “Add New 

Display”, “Delete Current Display” and “Help”. The MainWindow initiates the following events:  

connect/disconnect server, open new display, save display(s), open saved display(s), delete 

display(s) and open help. The MainWindow is built using the Telerik Docking control, which 

gives the user the ability to create multiple tabbed displays that can be docked and undocked. [5] 

 

 

 

 

Display 

A Display is the tabbed container where the widgets are created and displayed. It is built using the 

Telerik WidgetDiagram control. A Display contains the Widget Toolbox, the Display Properties 

selector, the surface for displaying the widgets and the following user selectable menu buttons, 
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Undo, and Redo, Snap, Align Positon and Assign. A display also shows the IRIG time that is 

received from the Server. When a new display is created, it is opened in the MainWindow as a tab.  

It is titled with a default name that can be edited by double clicking with the mouse on the tab title.  

This puts the title into an edit mode. Once the edit is completed, the user needs to click anywhere 

and the tab will return to normal mode. 

 

 

WidgetDiagram 

The WidgetDiagram is the backbone of a display. It is built using the Telerik Diagram 

Framework control. It contains the components and functionality that allows the user to create 

dynamic and flexible interactive layouts. The WidgetDiagram implements the MVVM pattern 

and is an underlying View within the RttmClient’s main View (MainWindow).  

 

 

Widgets 

A Widget is highly customizable representation of a telemetry(TM) parameter(s) that is self-

contained and asynchronously updated via its NetMQ DealerSocket. Each Widget is its own 

implementation the MVVM pattern and is running on its own thread in a .NET Parallel Task. [6] 

The widget structure is derived from the Telerik RadDiagramShape control, which is part of the 

Telerik DiagramFramework. Each widget has a context menu that is activated when the user 

right mouse clicks on a widget.  The context menu allows the user to assign a TM parameter, 

delete the widget, add a text widget and add the widget to Group Widget. When a TM parameter 

is assigned, the widget is initialized with the TM parameters dictionary limits. The widget then 

kicks off a TM parameter update loop that will check its NetMQ DealerSocket for updates from 

the DataRequestor’s NetMQ RouterSocket [4]. Tm Parameter limits and other user assignable 

properties can be modified using the widget’s Settings Pane when the widget is selected.  The 

widget can be resized by selecting it and using the mouse to grab and drag its border, making the 

widget larger or smaller 

 

 

Numeric Widget 

The Numeric Widget is used to display a TM parameter as a number.  The background color is 

green when the parameter is within the set limits, red when the parameter is above the high limit 

and blue when the parameter is lower than the low limit.  

 

 

Indicator (Light) Widget 
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There are 2 different Indicator Widget shapes, round and square. The background color is green 

when the parameter is within the set limits, red when the parameter is above the high limit and 

blue when the parameter is lower than the low limit.  

 

Gauge Widget 

The Gauge Widget is circular in shape and has a linear scale. The tick marks can be changed by 

the user. 

 

 

Strip Chart Widget 

The Strip Chart Widget is based on a Cartesian Chart using a Line Series. The X axis is the 

parameters date/time placed on a continuous axis. The Y axis contains the engineered parameter 

values. The stroke color is green when the parameter is within the set limits, red when the 

parameter is above the high limit and blue when the parameter is lower than the low limit. The 

Strip Chart Widget allows the user to add/remove axis that represent the limits.  

 

 

Table Widget 

The Table Widget is a 2 column, multiple row table. It display a TM parameter on each row.  The 

first column contains the Tm parameter’s name and the second column contains the value. The 

Table Widgets TM parameters are assigned in the RttmClient’s configuration file, 

RttmClientConfig.xml. When the table widget is placed on the display it will be automatically 

populated with the TM parameters. The background color of each TM parameter is green when 

the parameter is within the set limits, red when the parameter is above the high limit and blue when 

the parameter is lower than the low limit. 

 

 

Container Widget 

This widget is used to group (not the same as a group widget) other widgets. The Container Widget 

is an empty rectangle with an editable title. Once the container widget is placed on the display, 

other widgets can be dragged into the Container Widget.  The background color is changeable by 

the user. 

 

 

Text Widget 
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The text widget when selected allows the user to type text into it. This is used as a label for other 

widgets. If a text widget is created from the context menu of an existing widget that has a TM 

parameter assigned, the Text Widget will be automatically populated with the name of the TM 

parameter that exists in the TM parameter dictionary 

 

 

Group Widget 

A group widget allows all the widgets within a group to be represented by a single widget.  The 

single Group Widget’s (Indicator Widget) background color will be green if all widgets in the 

group are within their limits.  If any widget in the group is out of limits the Group Widget’s 

background will be red.   The user can create a new Group Widget by right mouse clicking on an 

existing widget, activating its context menu, and selecting Groups.  Once Groups is selected, the 

user will have the option to select New or an existing group if there are groups already created. 

When the user selects New, the exiting widget is transferred to a new display and is now 

represented by the Group Widget.  If the user selects an existing group, the widget is transferred 

to that groups display.  The group display can be brought to the forefront by double clicking the 

group widget.  

 

 

OPERATION 

At Client startup the ServerCommunicator sends a Status message to the Server via a NetMQ 

RequestSocket. The Client then waits for the Server to reply with the status and the parameter 

dictionary. Once a Status Response is received, the MainWindow’s Connected Indicator is 

changed from red to green, the Client is now connected to the server waiting for data and the 

DataRequestor’s data request loop is started. The request loop will run throughout the lifetime of 

the RttmClient, requesting data from the server every 20 milliseconds, pausing only when a request 

message is sent to the Server. 

At this point the user can click the “Load All Displays From File” icon to load any saved displays 

or click the “Add New Display” icon to create a new display. Once the new display is created, 

Widgets can be added by left mouse clicking on the Toolbox tab and selecting and grabbing a 

Widget, dragging it onto the Display surface.  The user now has the capability to add a parameter 

to the selected Widget by clicking the WidgetDiagram’s Assign button or selecting the widget and 

then choosing Assign from the widgets context menu. Once a TM parameter assignment is made, 

a NewWidgetRequest will be sent to the Server.  The Server will then start sending updates to the 

client. 

When the DataRequestor receives a data update from the Server, it sets the color of the 

DatatReceived indicator to green and pulls out the IRIG time parameter, updating the IRIG time 

on the WidgetDiagram. The DataRequestior then walks through the remaining parameters using 

each parameter’s WidgetId to lookup up the widget address for the parameter. The parameter is 

then sent to the widget via the DataRequestor’s Router. 
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When a widget receives a parameter from the DataRequestor’s NetMQ Router over the widget’s 

NetMQ DealerSocket in the widget’s ViewModel, the parameter is checked against the limits and 

the widget’s View is updated appropriately. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Using Microsoft C#, Microsoft WPF, Telerik Controls for WPF, MVVM and NetMQ has enabled 

the RttmClient to be a fully customizable real-time Windows application that is capable of 

displaying hundreds of real-time parameters in several displays each containing multiple widgets.  

The RttmClient has been successfully tested with more than 300 displayed TM parameters on 

multiple widgets, all being updated in real-time. 
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